
 CB12 Traffic and Transportation Committee Meeting 
 May 2, 2022, at 7:00 PM 

 Committee Members  – Chair, Debby Nabavian; Mary Anderson;  Jim  Berlin; ; Jay Mazur; 
 Bruce Robertson.  CB12 Board Members  – Maria Luna;  Richard Allman, Emily Marte, 
 Steve Simon, Marshall Vanderpool (public member).  NYCT,  Marcus Book, Kyle Gephart; 
 MTA  , Patrick Doughtery;  DOT  , Lyle Blackwood & Jessica  Cronstein.  CUIMC,  Sandra 
 Harris and Nick Hughes.  Public  : Julio Batista, J.  Wolfermann, Marta Gordon, Katherine 
 O’Sullivan, “Mig” 

 1.  Call to order 7:04 pm 
 2.  SBSBx6 Updates on Enhancements.  SBS Bx6 launched in  2017. Critical cross town route 

 in Bx. Enters Manhattan on 155th. Biggest improvements seen 7AM-10Am but also a lot 
 mid-day and 3-6PmM Peak period bus bunching has improved a lot. While bus ridership has 
 decreased in Bx quite dramatically, decline in Bx6 is less. DOT Cap project will include 
 pedestrian islands, curb extensions, bus pads and bulbs (bus bulb is widened sidewalk that 
 allows bus loading but also maintains sidewalk passage). Bus bulb will be added at Edward 
 Morgan, 157th , ped island too. Curb extensions being hardened. As will be case at 155th & 
 Broadway. At 155th St & Amsterdam, bus bulbs and curb extensions. 155th and Edgecombe, 
 which is local stop, they will actually pull back on painted area, as the local buses couldn’t 
 negotiate the flex delineators. 
 a.  J Mazur: given importance of personnel to managing bus bunching, what is status of this 

 position? P. Dougherty A/ Road operations staff has been hit at time, but things more 
 stable now. 

 b.  B. Robertson - Can Bx6 avoid 157th, which can get congested with double parking, and 
 instead make right on Edward Morgan, left on 158th. 

 c.  M Luna / Concerned about narrowing Edward Morgan, and pedestrian safety. DOT - 
 Sometimes, narrowing sometimes causes reduction in some bad behaviors because less 
 room for problems. 

 d.  S Simon - Will hardening curb extensions limit traffic flow.DOT / Road geometry not 
 changes. 

 e.  J. Batista Q / Traffic has gotten worse in area, also restaurant sheds adding to issue. 
 Consider signal timing change at 157th & Broadway. 

 3.  Haven Plaza Update.  Sandra Harris and Nick Hughes,  DOT Lyle Blackwood and Jessica 
 Cronstein: Parking update provided first: 17 local residents won parking spots that were made 
 available for 20 months in lot. Lost street parking made up with conversion of 9 formally 
 doctor reserved parking, and some conversion of meter spots to alternate-side. Addition of 
 angle parking on St Nicholas from 168th south created a large amount of new parking. 
 Changes to loading dock management with added hours, move of some deliveries to off peak 
 hours, and redistribution across the three loading docks, plus software to monitor has 
 improved impacts of deliveries on the campus. Showed pics of bollard beautification. Nick 



 Hughes provided updates on programming sharing info on Healthy Haven, return of the 
 greenmarket with some expansion into plaza, Plaza Premiers, Halloween Haven, Little Free 
 Library and a Community Shred Fest. Jessica Cronstein of DOT Plazas noted that CUIMC 
 was a “high capacity partner” and they have done a great job partnering with local 
 organizations. 
 a.  MAnderson / excited for events but notice has been very last minute at best. 
 b.  B Robertson said “bravo” and suggested perhaps a community bulletin board near plaza 

 so people can see what is coming up. 
 c.  SSimon / confirmed the presence of grass on the plaza, asked about electronics disposal 

 at the event vs shredding (fewer people, but the people who brought electronics, brought 
 a lot), also emphasized importance of integrating vaccination at all events. S. Harris 
 agreed and they are working on for Fathers Day event. 

 d.  R. Allman / Commended the usage of the plaza not just for events but for all the other 
 times in between. 

 e.  DKN / Please let’s do better at putting notices through CB12, and outreach generally. 
 f.  E Marte / Happy to hear about all this, asked about how they approach outreach, how 

 they monitor makeup of who is attending and how they decide on vendors. S Harris A/ 
 Do click on entry measurement, etc. A lot of outreach goes through the partners’ 
 networks and outreach. No vendors permitted on DOT Plazas. 

 4.  Conversion Seaman Ave to two way Dyckman - Riverside. 
 a.  J. Wolfermann - express bus causes vibration on building, should have parking on 

 opposite side of street. J Berlin / If building vibrating then contact sb DOB. 
 b.  Marta Gordon / as pedestrian almost run over at Payson, against this. 
 c.  K. O’Sullivan - Would like to see traffic study, Very concerned about speeding, and the 

 left turn from RSD. Against idea. 
 d.  E Marte / What prevents this from going back and forth (ie. between 1 way and 2 way) 
 e.  Steve Simon concerned about sharp right from west bound RSD. 
 f.  “Mig” - Going to be a problem with double parking, which is going to cause big 

 problems in the spot. 
 g.  J. Berlin / There sb a six month check in to make sure there are not unintended 

 consequences. 
 h.  David Rose - There’s double and sometimes triple parking he views from his window. 
 i.  Resolution vote: T&T committee: 5-0, CB12 Board members: 2 no, 1 abstain. Public, 1 

 abstain, 4 no. 
 5.  Motion to adjourn, BR and MA 2nd. 

 Meeting adjourned at 8:30PM. 


